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programme note
The title of this piece is taken from the poem “Final Notions” by Adrienne Rich
(1929-):
    It will not be simple, it will not take long
    It will take little time, it will take all your thought
    It will take all your heart, it will take all your breath
    It will be short, it will not be simple 
    It will touch through your ribs, it will take all your heart
    It will not take long, it will occupy all your thought
    As a city is occupied, as a bed is occupied
    It will take your flesh, it will not be simple 
    You are coming into us who cannot withstand you
    You are coming into us who never wanted to withstand you
    You are taking parts of us into places never planned
    You are going far away with pieces of our lives
    It will be short, it will take all your breath
    It will not be simple, it will become your will
The mood of the piece picks up on the simplicity and directness of language,
the repetitions, and the almost breathless speed (in my reading at least) of
the poetic meter.
Deceptively simple on the page, “you are coming into us who cannot withstand
you” gains its impetus from the combination of small, simple rhythmic units
into larger, sometimes repeating sequences by means of an algorithmic technique
I call rhythm chains.  These sequences are usually placed in polymetric
opposition to similarly constructed contrapuntally combined sequences. The
tempi are quick, the energy level is high, and the perception of multiple
pattern streams moving at different rates is the main feature of the music.
Notes
Percussion: 4-octave marimba (C3 to C7), snare drum, 2 crotales (A5 and B5), glockenspiel (always l.v.) 
Accidentals carry throughout the bar but are repeated in parentheses as deemed necessary
Accidentals do not repeat at octaves in either chords or melodic lines
Duration: 10:15 (with indicated tempi)
If necessary, tempi may be reduced by up to 10%
Quarter-tone accidentals imply more of an expressive deviation from the closest semitone than an exact 
equally-tempered quarter-tone pitch in its own right.  This means, for instance, that the wind can, where 
desired, use embouchure pitch infl ections rather than exact ﬁ ngerings (which are also acceptable, but per-
haps very difﬁ cult to achieve at speed).
wind: slap tongue (fl ute: pizz); a short pitched note should accompany this sound
piano: unpitched percussive effect (follow individual directions)
percussion: on G4 (second line treble) snare, ord.; other pitches: crotale notes
wind: slap plus key click, with pitched note to follow where appropriate (e.g. if long note)
strings: battuto; when fast battuto notes are required, more of a spiccato is also acceptable
snare: draw the wooden stick handle (or something suitable) with considerable pressure over the 
            head of the drum to cause an uneven rubbing tone and occasional squeeks 
strings: scratch tone (heavy pressure)
fl ute: whistle tone
The following symbols placed above notes apply only to the note(s) they’re over, unless there’s
an arrow and closing bracket, e.g. 
wind: aeolian tone
wind: half aeolian tone i.e. more pitched tone than with full aeolian
wind: sing/growl into the instrument whilst playing; exact sung pitch unimportant; a rough, multiphon-
ic-like tone is the result.  The fl ute may also use ad lib. multiphonics where ‘sing’ is called for.
wind: ad lib. multiphonic with the indicated pitch as fundamental; created ad lib. by ﬁ ngering, em-
bouchure, or both
fl ute: cluster multiphonic: overblow very forcefully
bassoon multiphonics: choose a harmonic ﬁ ngering for a higher note then lip down to create the 
multiphonic, choosing a more or less consonant/dissonant result, as indicated
strings: move the bow vertically up and down the string instead of drawing across in the normal fash-




















































































































































































































cymbals, soft (marimba) stick, sempre l.v.
top line = small cymbal
middle line = medium cymbal












always stacc when not slurred
noteheads
restspp
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